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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Router A has three feasible successors to the 192.168.1.0/24
network, which are listed here:
Option 1 has a metric of 8123228.
Option 2 has a metric of 2195467.
Option 3 has a metric of 8803823.
The variance 4 command was issued on Router A How many active
entries does Router A have in its routing table for the
192.168.1.0/24 network?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Resource Manager or Converged Management Application (CMA)
Active Directory integration is possible with which two of
these options?
A. Security Groups with Universal scope
B. Security Groups with Global scope
C. Distribution Groups with Global scope
D. Distribution Groups with Universal scope
Answer: A,D
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